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1. INTRODUCTION
Let v,,(q) be an n-dimensional vector space over the finite field GF(q)
with q elements, 2',,(q) its lattice of subspaces, and Bn the Boolean
algebra which is the lattice of subsets of an n-element set. For any positive
integers m and n with m ~ n, put [m, n] = {m, m + 1, ... , n}.
The analogy between 2',,(q) and En in combinatorics has been exten-
sively investigated. The first systematic study on this object was made in [1]
by Goldman and Rota. In [1], they asked for a purely set-theoretic
explanation for the fact that the q-identities relating to vector spaces tend
to ordinary identities for binomial coefficients as q tends to 1.
In an important contribution, Knuth made the fundamental observation
that two distinct matrices in reduced row echelon form (or rref, for short)
over GF(q) span distinct subspaces in 2',,(q) [3]. This observation yields an
acceptable notation for elements of 2',,(q): any k-dimensional subspace A
of V,,(q) has a unique ordered basis (VI' v z, ... , vk ) for which the matrix
(1.1 )
has the following properties: (a) the first non-zero entry of each Vi is a 1;
(b) the first non-zero entry of vi + 1 appears in a column to the right of the
first non-zero entry of Vi' 1 ~ i ~ k - 1; and (c) in the column containing
the first non-zero entry of Vi' all other entries are O. Let f(A) =
{aI' az, ... , ak} denote the subset of [1, n] such that the first non-zero entry
of Vi appears in the aith column. Thus, f is a rank- and order-preserving
map from the lattice 2',,(q) to the lattice En' For instance, if f(A) =
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{l, 3, 4, 6} E B 7 , then M(A) has the form
ri
* 0 0 * 0 ~10 1 0 * 00 0 1 * 00 0 0 0 1
where a * denotes an arbitrary entry of GF(q). The number Ai of *'s in
row i is n - k + i - ai . Set !(A) = Sand t(S) = LA i . Then the total
number of matrices 0.1) with S = {a l , ... , ak } specified as above is qt(S).
In other words, for any subset S of [1, n], the cardinality of the set
rl(S) = {A E2!,,(q): !(A) = S} is ql(S). (See also [4; 6, pp. 29-30]).
Based on Knuth's approach, we prove that Bn is isomorphic to a
quotient lattice of 2!,,(q) defined by an automorphism group of 2',,(q).
For any poset P and a group G of automorphisms of P, i.e., the
order-preserving bijections on P, the quotient poset P/G consists of
orbits under G ordered as follows: Gx ~ Gy in P/G if x ~ y in P. In
other words, one orbit is less than another if some element from the
former is less than some element from the latter. It is easy to verify that
this indeed defines a partial ordering on P/G.
It is well known that the general linear group GLn(q) consisting of all
n X n nonsingular matrices over GF(q) induces the full automorphism
group of the lattice 2!,,(q). Let Tn(q) be the subgroup of GLn(q) consisting
of all upper triangular matrices in GLn(q). Let S be a selected k-subset of
[1, n]. It is easy to verify that for each A E rl(S) and X E Tn(q), M(A)X
spans a subspace which belongs to rl(S), and for any A, B Erl(S),
there are aYE GLk(q) and an X E Tn(q) such that M(B) = YM(A)X.
Therefore, each rl(S) is an orbit under Tn' We thus obtain a structure
theorem for q-analog.
STRUCTURE THEOREM. The Boolean algebra Bn is isomorphic to the
quotient lattice 2!,,(q)/T,,(q). The isomorphism map is given by
1J: Bn ----?2!,,(q)/Tn(q)
S ----?rl(S).
From the theorem we see that as q tends to 1, each orbit in the quotient
lattice contracts to a point, and the whole lattice 2!,,(q) contracts to the
lattice Bn .
In Section 2 and Section 3 we will give combinatorial interpretations of
taking the limit q ----? 1 to two kinds of q-identities. One derives from the
enumeration of subspaces of V,,(q), the other from Mahonian statistics.
QUOTIENT SETS
2. q-IDENTITIES FROM ENUMERATION OF
SUBSPACES OF v,,(q)
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Suppose Ii) is a property on Bn and Bn[f,7] is the set of elements in Bn
which satisfy the propertyf,7. Then we have a property f,7(q) on S?,,(q) that
A E.5:,,(q) satisfies the property f,7(q) if and only if j(A) satisfiesf,7. Let
.5:,,(q )[f,7] be the set of subspaces of V,,(q) which satisfy the property f,7(q).
Thus we have a pair of counting identities as follows:
IBn [l-"1] I = L (2.1 )
S EBn[p]
and
Is?',( q )[l-"1] I = L ql(S). (2.2)
SEB,lp]
Clearly, (2.2) tends to (2.I) as q tends to 1. Thus we find a combinatorial
interpretation of taking the limit q ~ 1 to the q-identities of the form
(2.2).
Now, we are going to discuss a few typical examples. For convenience,
we first give another representation of t(S) and two related lemmas.
For any (0, I)-sequence W = WlW Z ••• wn define
n-l
inv(w) = L Wi(Wi + 1 + ... +wn ),
i~l
(2.3)
where Wi = 1 - Wi and wj = 0 if j > n. In other words, inv(w) equals the
sum of the numbers of D's following every 1 in w.
Let X = {Xl' x z, ... , x n } be an ordered set. For any set S (not necessar-
ily a subset of X) we associate a (0, I)-sequence w(SIX) = WlW Z ..• wn
defined as
if Xi E S
ifxitES.
If S is a subset of [1, n], we denote inv(w(S I [1, n])) by inv(w(S)), for
short.
The next lemma is an immediate consequence of the definitions.
LEMMA 2.1. For each SEEn' t(S) = inv(w(S)).
The following lemma is very useful in our discussion.
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LEMMA 2.2. Let a and b be any positive integers, A = [1, a] and B =
[1, b]. For any subset 5 of [1, a + b] we have that
inv(w(5)) = inv(w(5IA)) + inv(w(51IB)) + 15 nAI(b -1511),
where 51 = {x - a: x EO 5 n [a + 1, a + b]}.
Proof From (2.3) it follows that
a+b
inv( w( 5)) = L Wi(Wi+I + ... +Wa+b)
;~I
a b
L Wi(W;+1 + ... +Wa+b) + L Wa+;(Wa+;+1 + ... +Wa+b)
;~I i~1
a a
= L Wi(W;+1 + ... +W,J + L W;(Wa+1 + ... +Wa+b)
;~I i~ I
b
+ L Wa+i(Wa+i+1 + ... +Wa+b )
;~I
= inv(w(5IA)) + 15 nAI(b -1511) + inv(w(51IB)),
as desired. I
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let C(n, k) denote the set of k-subsets of [1, n]. Then
the binomial coefficient (Z) is known as the cardinality of C(n, k), that is,
(~)= L 1.
S E C(n, k)
Thus we reobtain that the Gaussian binomial coefficient
(qn _ 1)(q"-1 - 1) ... (q,,-k+1 - 1)
(qk _ 1)(qk-1 - 1) ... (q - 1)
L qinv(W(S»
SEC(n,k)
counts the matrices in rref over GF(q), or the k-dimensional subspaces of
V,,(q ).
Taking A = [1, n - 1] and B = [1] in Lemma 2.2, we have that
L qinV(w(S» +
SEC(n,k),nES
L qinv(W(S» +
S E C(n - I, k - I)
L qinV(w(S»
SEC(n,k),n$S
L qinV(w(S»+k
S E C(n -I, k)
= [n - 1] + k[n - 1]k-l q k 'q q
QUOTIENT SETS
EXAMPLE 2.2. The Vandermonde identity
(a~ b) = ;~o (n ~ i) (~ )
can be obtained by
337
L
SEC(a+b,n)
n
=L 1 L
n ( )(b)La, ,.
;~O n - l l
Thus, by Lemma 2.2 we reobtain the q-Vandermonde identity that
[ a ~ b] = t L qinV(w(S))
q ;~O SEC(a+b,n),ISnAI~n-;
t ( L , qinV(W(So)))( L, qinV(W(S,))) q(n-i)(b-i)
,~O SoEC(a,n-l) S,EC(b,z)
t [ ~.J [~J q(n-i)(b-i).
i~O n l q l q
3. MAHONIAN STATISTICS
Let Sn be the set of all permutations on [1, n]. Then Sn induces the
automorphism group of the lattice Bn • A Mahonian statistic on Sn is a
function state1T) defined on every permutation 1T and taking nonnegative
integer values, such that
L qstat(7I') = [n]!,
7I'ESn
where [i] = 1 + q + ... +qi-l and [n]! = [1][2]'" [n].
An important example of Mahonian statistics is the inversion number
inv(1T), which is defined as follows. Given a permutation 1T = a1a z ... an
on [l, n], the number of inversions of 1T, denoted by inv(1T ), is the number
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of pairs (ai' a) such that i < j and ai > ai. For example, let 7T = 3142756,
then inv(7T) = 5.
In this section, we give a combinatorial explanation of the power qinv(7r).
Notice that GL,,(q) can be regarded as a q-analog of the group S", and
that
This suggests that qinv(7r) could be the number of particular cosets related
to 7T in the right coset space GL,,(q)/T,,(q).
For each X = (Xi) EO GL,,(q), consider the right coset T,,(q)X. It is easy
to verify that the set T,,(q)X is invariant under that following elementary
row transformations:
(I) Replacement of the row-vector X k by uxk ' U =1= 0, 1 :s; k :s; n.
(II) Replacement of the row-vector x k by x k + AXj , j > k.
We now select a matrix in T,,(q)X as a representative.
Let XIII be the last non-zero entry in the first column vector of X, Le.,
XiI = 0 if i > rl' Then, a series of transformations of types (I) and (II)
change x r 1 into 1 and the others in the first column into O. We write the1
new matrix as Xl = (xi?). Suppose x~:~ is the last non-zero entry in the
second column of Xl with r z =1= r l' Then, as above, we obtain another
matrix X z = (xU)) in T,,(q)X such that its first column vector is as same as
Xl'S, and x~;~ = 1 and xg) = 0 if i > rz and i =1= rl . Repeating this proce-
dure, we obtain a unique matrix
X" = y= (Yl'YZ""'Y") (y/s are the column vectors)
in T,,(q)X satisfying the following conditions:
(i) The first non-zero entry of the column vector Yj is 1;
(ii) Suppose the first non-zero entry of Yj appears in the rjth row.
Then rlrZ ... r" is a permutation on [1, n], denoted by 7T(T,,(q)X).
(iii) For each i > rj, Yij = 0 unless i is one of {r l ,···, ri - l}.
Such a matrix is called a normal form. Let U" denote the set of all
normal forms. Then
GL,,(q)/T,,(q) = UXEO"T,,(q)X.
Thus we obtain a map
cfy: U" ~ S"
X ~ 7T(T,,( q)X).
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Conversely, for any 7T E Sn' let X 1T denote the permutation matrix with
respect to 7T. Then X 1T is a normal form and cP(X1T ) = 7T, and, via X 1T we
can find all normal forms satisfying this condition.
For example, let 7T = 3142756. Then a normal form X satisfying cP(X)
= 7T is of the form
o 1 0 0 0 0 0
000 100 0
1 *0*00 0
001 *00 0
o 0 0 0 0 1 0
o 0 0 0 0 0 1
00001* *
where * denotes an arbitrary element of GF(q). It is clear that the
number of the * 's is just inv(7T). In general, by counting the number of * 's
row by row, we establish immediately the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.1. For any 7T E Sn' the number of normal forms X with
cP(X) = 7T is qinV(1T).
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